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Calix: The global gigabit experience leader

Device-enabled subscribers are demanding more than ever from their communications service providers. 

Gigabit speeds, extensive IP device enablement, cloud-enabled services, a personalized broadband 

experience—these are extraordinary opportunities to drive subscriber satisfaction, loyalty, and increased 

ARPU. Calix leads the way in providing solutions that enable service providers to thrive in fiercely competitive 

broadband markets. With over 1000 service providers deploying our advanced fiber and copper access 

solutions—and with more gigabit deployments than any other vendor in the world—Calix has unparalleled 

expertise drawn from powering many of the world’s largest and most successful gigabit services projects.

 
We are the broadband access experts 

Nearly two decades of broadband access deployment 

experience and an unwavering focus on advanced 

technologies have resulted in a host of innovations and 

contributions to the broadband industry. Calix has long 

been a key and consistently recognized contributing 

member to the Full Service Access Network (FSAN) 

standards recommendation subcommittee and the 

Broadband Forum (BBF). Calix also has a history of 

introducing game-changing innovations and technologies 

to the broadband access market, including:

• The industry’s first GPON node OLT designed for rapid 

outdoor deployment

• The first live demos of true gigabit services over  

bonded G.fast, bringing the promise of a gigabit experience to copper-served subscribers

• The industry’s only modular 1RU fiber solution, the E7-2 Ethernet Service Access System

• The GigaCenter premises service delivery platforms, the first  to extend the access network and services 

management into the broadband-connected home while providing Carrier Class Wi-Fi and visibility to every 

broadband device in the home 

 
Redefining the economics of broadband deployment 

Calix broadband access innovations directly address the real deployment challenges over fiber and copper.  

Some examples: 

•  Our modular E7-2 pay-as-you-grow solutions align capital expense with revenue creation.

•  Carrier Class Wi-Fi capabilities provided by the GigaCenter platforms can dramatically enhance subscriber 

satisfaction and retention while  cutting IPTV deployment costs.

•  The E3 family of sealed access nodes provides the industry’s broadest and most flexible selection of 

environmentally hardened solutions optimized for rapid deployment across GPON, Active Ethernet, G.fast, 

and vectored VDSL2 technologies.  
 

Calix systems are built for long life and designed with extraordinary capacity headroom and deployment 

flexibility – ready for the subscriber demands and deployment challenges of tomorrow.
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Raising the bar in fiber access for nearly two decades



Systems

E-Series: The world’s most deployed portfolio of access systems for gigabit services  

E-Series carrier grade platforms—optimized for advanced services and density—are the leading choice  
of service providers deploying gigabit services over fiber and copper worldwide.  
 
• E7-2 Modular Access System:  
 This modular two-slot, 1RU chassis delivers any mix of GPON, gigabit Ethernet (GE),  
 vectored VDSL2, and 10GE services—with industry leading densities over fiber and 
 copper. The flexibility of its pay-as-you-grow architecture changes the economics of 
 fiber deployment.  

• E7-20 Multi-terabit Access System:  
 This very high capacity, low latency access concentrator platform is optimized for fiber 
 access delivery, supporting over 20,000 GPON subscribers and 480 GE subscribers.  
 The E7-20 is architected to deliver the world-class fiber access services of today and  
 the next generation fiber services of tomorrow.  

• E5-520, E5-308, and E5-306 Business Service Access Nodes:   
 These nodes integrate service demarcation and Ethernet aggregation to deliver Carrier 
  Ethernet 2.0 business and mobile backhaul services with operational efficiency and service assurance. 

• E5-216F and E3-16F G.fast Access Nodes: 

 These nodes—designed for deployment in MDUs or as sealed outdoor solutions –  
 provide industry leading G.fast performance over existing copper infrastructure. 

• E5-8G Sealed GPON Access Node: 
 Designed to rapidly allow gigabit services over GPON to be rapidly inserted into DOCSIS  
 provisioned networks with no operational disruption.

GigaCenters:  Premises service delivery platforms with Carrier Class Wi-Fi

GigaCenters unleash the power of Carrier Class Wi-Fi with 802.11ac in the home and 
allow service providers to entrench themselves in this strategic location for end-to-end 
visibility, management, and delivery of advanced broadband services. GigaCenters deliver 
unprecedented in-home wireless broadband coverage, quality of service, speed, and—when 
complemented with Compass Cloud software—visibility and control over the broadband 
experience of the device-enabled subscriber served by any media— fiber, copper, or HFC. 
 
Leading the network transformation from copper to fiber

It’s increasingly a fiber and wireless world, yet copper still plays a key role for many service 
providers. In many parts of the access network, copper is often used as a stepping stone in the 
eventual transformation to fiber. In other parts of the network, copper serves as a necessary complement  
to fiber for hard-to-reach locations. In all networks, versatile Calix solutions can provide a powerful yet simple 
and cost-effective path to eventual network transformation.  For example, the Calix E7-2 Modular Chassis 
offers industry-leading VDSL2 density today. When you are ready, you can switch some or all subscribers to 
fiber—same chassis, different line cards.  Calix B-, C-, and E-Series products provide industry-leading innovation 
in copper solutions using a variety of technology options:

• Industry leading density for vectored and bonded G.fast and VDSL2. 

• Flexible solutions that allow service providers to target high value subscribers with exceptional speed  
 and service quality. 

• Sealed, modular, and line-powered solutions—the optimal technology and form factor for any 
 deployment scenario.   
 

More information: calix.com/systems/
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Software
      
Compass Application Suite:  
Cloud software that accelerates Business Transformation

The cloud-based Compass software-as-a-service (SaaS) applications give service 
providers the visibility and control to command the broadband experience 
for subscribers. Each application plays a specific role in accelerating Business 
Transformation for service providers. Applications can be deployed individually,  
or used together as an integrated solution set within Command Center.

• Flow Analyze Plus monitors, analyzes, and reports on broadband traffic and network utilization 
on the basis of each service, subscriber, location, and interface—but always non-intrusively for 
subscribers. This sophisticated yet easy-to-use application can also be used to establish fair-use 
policies, diagnose customer complaints related to broadband performance, and even identify 
just-in-time network investments.

•  Consumer Connect Plus enables a service provider to become a virtual technician in the home 
by remotely activating broadband devices and managing the subscriber experience all the 
way to each broadband-enabled subscriber device. This application provides extensive device 
diagnostics, firmware management, and Wi-Fi home network configuration capabilities from an 
easy-to-navigate interface. 

•  Service Verify is a comprehensive SLA management application, equipping Carrier Ethernet 2.0 
providers with the tools to identify key performance indicators, define SLAs, establish SAT birth 
certificates, monitor performance, and create periodic SLA reports. Service Verify also includes a 
customizable subscriber portal that gives visibility to SMBs, enterprises, and backhaul customers.

•  Open Link Cable enables cable operators to deliver gigabit services over fiber while continuing 
to use traditional back office and DOCSIS command and control procedures. The complete 
Calix solution for cable operators includes the E7-2 and E7-20 as OLTs, Calix ONUs/ONTs, and 
Calix Consulting to configure Open Link Cable.

•  Command Center is a launch pad 
and aggregator for all Compass 
applications. It displays actionable 
information that can be customized 
for each functional role within a 
broadband provider’s organization. 
Through a collection of dashboards, 
interactive informational widgets, and 
data correlation, Command Center 
makes it simple to view and interact  
with all Compass applications.

More information on Compass:  
calix.com/software/compass/

 Calix Management System:  
Sophisticated yet simple element management 

The Calix Management System (CMS) delivers superior tools and functionality for provisioning, 
maintaining, and troubleshooting Calix multiservice copper and fiber networks. With CMS, service 
providers can manage broadband networks that scale from hundreds to millions of broadband 
subscribers.   
 
More information: calix.com/software/cms/
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Services 

Calix Consulting 

Calix Consulting provides service providers with business expertise and a variety of resources to accelerate  
the deployment of Compass software and optimize the benefits. Calix Consulting helps service providers to:

•  Reduce customer churn

•  Improve the subscriber broadband experience

•  Increase ARPU

•  Precisely target CAPEX where it will make the greatest revenue impact

•  Beat competitors to market with new services

 
Calix Catalyst 

Catalyst service packages provide resources and expertise to support 
rapid implementation of Compass applications and maximize the business 
benefits as quickly as possible. Catalyst Advanced services are delivered 
as off-the-shelf packages with a pre-defined set of deliverables for each 
Compass application. Catalyst Custom services provide additional options 
for service providers that require more comprehensive support  
in deploying Compass applications.

 
Calix Analytics 

Analytics service packages bring together data from Flow Analyze, 
Consumer Connect, and CMS—as well as other key network data— 
to provide key insights and intelligence that can drive critical business 
decisions. Analytics services are carefully designed to deliver actionable 
data that can be used by multiple functional groups within a service provider.

•  The Experience package, for marketing, identifies subscribers who are likely candidates for service upgrades 

 and helps define new service packages that can increase ARPU and overall revenue. 

•  The Capacity package, for network planning, helps define the best network expansion opportunities for 
improved ROI on CAPEX. 

•  The Assurance package identifies subscribers at greatest risk of churn, so customer service can take 
proactive action to retain their loyalty.

CAPACITYEXPERIENCE ASSURANCE

MARKETING

Objective: Improve subscriber
experience and grow revenue 
profitably

Target: Identify subscriber likely
to purchase a service upgrade

Deliverable: A qualified list of
households for targeted service 
upgrades

PLANNING

Target: Identify network elements 
that have constrained capacity

Deliverable: Recommended 
network upgrades that support 
immediate upgrade demands

Objective: Ensure network has
capacity to meet subscriber  
demands

CUSTOMER SERVICE

Target: Identify subscribers with
poor service experience

Deliverable: A qualified list of 
households that would upgrade if 
service was available

Objective: Improve customer
satisfaction and stop customer
churn

More information: calix.com/consulting/
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